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1 Linear Thinking，Internet Thinking and Ecological Thinking：The Evolution and

Path of Media Development Thinking in the New Period

。QIANG Yue-xin,CHENXing

[Abstract]Media development thinking is defined as a way of thinking that people use to

analyze and solve media development problems，which has methodological significance．

Media development thinking not only realistically reflects media development practice，but

also plays a guiding role in the media development practice．In different historical stages，

media development thinking presents different historical characteristics．This paper sorts

out the media development practice since China’S reform and opening．up，and believes that

China’S media development thinking has shown three aspects since the new period：the

one—way,single linear thinking has had a long—term impact on China’S media development

practice；the interconnected，interoperated，interactive Internet thinking is increasingly

guiding media development practice；the open，dynamic，and forward—looking ecological

thinking is beginning to sprout．This paper thinks that China’S future media development

should make scientific use of the convenient advantages of linear thinking，adhere to the

innovative advantages of Internet thinking，and embrace the CO．evolution of ecological

thinking to cope with the increasingly fierce ecological competition in the future media

development．

[Keywords]linear thinking；Internet thinking；ecological thinking；media development

12 A Study on Equality Values in the Process of the Press Opening．up in the Late

Qing Dynasty

·ZHANGJI-mu，ZHANG Kun

IAbstract】During the late Qing period。along with the western colonial expansion and

spread of religion，modern equality concept was gradually introduced into China．In the
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process of accepting this idea，Chinese people reflected on China’S unequal reality and then

put forward a series of propositions to change the reality of inequality．As for the press，

the concept of equality runs through the openness of the press．In the proposal of press

opening—up，equality was regarded as some reason．In the design of the press opening—up，

equality was regarded as important principle．In the evaluation of the press opening—up，

equality was regarded as important criterion．

IKeywordsl the press opening—UP；equality values；The P船J Law ofQing Dynasty

24 Insensitive Injury：A New Feature of Privacy Violation in the Era of Big Data

·GULl-ping

【Abstract】In the era of big data，citizens’privacy frequently presents in the form of

integrated privacy．Therefore．the privacy subject will be”insensitive”to the”mental pain”

which is caused by privacy torts．However,“insensibility”doesn’t mean no injuries．but

because the subject cannot timely perceive them，which makes injuries lag，SO it gives rise

to more serious”mental pain”．That is called a new feature of privacy tort in the era of big

data．

【Keywords】privacy；privacy tort；insensitive injury；big data

33 Blockchain for the Reconstruction of News Production in Transparency—oriented

Research

。GUO En-qiang,LIANG Jie-bing

【Abstract】The model of traditional news production is suffering in the social media era，

and”transparency”as an expression of the openness principle of the news，including the

self-salvation and authority reconstruction of the current journalism crisis in the Intemet．

The openness of institutional media news production is often accompanied by the traction

of new technologies．As a new technology paradigm，blockchain is decentralized，highly

transparent，against tampering and traceable，which provides a new possibility for the

reconstruction of transparency of the institutional media trapped in the encirclement．This

paper attempts to explore new trends in journalism revolution from the perspective of
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combining blockchain technology with traditional news production

【Keywords】news production；transparency；blockchain

43 Communicating Health：Nationalism，Scientific Modernity and Construction of

Health Discourses in Contemporary China

‘LI Yun-geng

IAbstract】This study sets out to explore how the local medical elites proactively construct

and propagate the idea of”communication”to facilitate nation—state building in the context

of saving the nation from subjugation and colonization．On an extensive analysis of the

articles centering on”health”in Chinese Journal ofHealth(1 939．1 949)established by

Chinese Medical Association，this study reveals that on the one hand，the modem discourse

of”health”deviated from its classical meaning in the Chinese medical tradition which

addressed individualistic health and way of nurturing life．Health became more associated

with the discourse of nationalism，which was served as a discursive weapon manipulated

by local medical elites to engage with the political mission of modem nation state building．

On the other hand，as a discursive representation of scientific modernity，health was

managed by local medical elites to communicate and propagate the universality of modern

medicine in China．Thus．these local medical elites strived to construct health as a mediated

discourse of nationalism and scientific modernity．In this vein．”health”was born to imbued

with the political impetus of local medical elites to steer the course of state building

through the way of public health，as well as the communicative ambition to legitimize the

knowledge ofpublic health and therefore‘‘scientific modemity”in modem China．

IKeywords】health；discourse；Chinese Journal of Health；nationalism；scientific

modernity

“A Comparative Study of Convergence Modes of Overlapping Circles of China’S

Press Groups：Evidence from Shanghai，Nanfang and Zhejiang Daily Press Group

·WANG Xue-cheng,LIU Tian-le

【Abstract]This research introduces three cases that are Shanghai United Media Group，
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Nanfang Media Group and Zhejiang Daily Press Group，taking media circle and business

types as framework．Relationships of media business of three major press groups are

analyzed，which are not only between new and old media circles but also inside new

media clusters．What’S more，media convergence modes，media strategic layout with

characteristics of these press groups are summarized．In this paper,from the perspective of

convergence of media circle forms，convergence modes of these press groups respectively

are．”single·circle mode concentrating on news information”，”double—circles mode

collaborating with traditional and new media circles”and”three—circles mode aggregating

traditional media，new media and non—media circles”．From the perspective of convergence

of media business styles，main characteristics of these press groups respectively are，

”synergy between news information within new media circle”．”synergy between new and

old media circles”and”synergy between media and non—media circles”．

【Keywords】press groups；modes of overlapping circles；crcle forms；business types；

synergy

86 The Current State and Critical Issues of the Internationalization of Advertising

Research in Mainland China：An Analysis of SSCI Indexed Journal Articles

。WEIL％HU Wen-cai

【Abstractl Since the reform and opening up，advertising research in mainland China has

gradually revived and advanced for nearly 40 years．Through a bibliometric analysis of

Social Sciences Citation Indexed journal articles in the field of advertising，this article

seeks to depict a big picture of the international publications of China’S advertising

research．Results show that Chinese scholars first published about advertising on

international journals in 1 99 1．The quantity of publications increased rapidly and the total

amount of papers is currently ranked fourth in the world．These journal articles are from

multiple disciplines，with business as the most involved subject area．Half of the top ten

productive Mainland China’S authors are from schools of management．The contribution of

communication scholars，however,is rather limited．The ontological advertising research

is still on the periphery．Future Chinese advertising researchers should identify the key

research questions from the growing advertising industry，build on the international

advertising theories and multidisciplinary theories，utilize advanced research methods，
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in order to produce original advertising theories with Chinese characteristics and global

implications．

【Keywords】advertising；bibliometrics；international journals；SSCI

97 A Serial Mediation Model of Parasocial Interactions：What a Cute Luxury Brand

·SHEN Bin，WEN Ting-yin,LIZhi-lin

【AbstractJ While cuteness is spreading through the Chinese luxury market，limited

research focuses on this phenomenon in its digital space．The present study goes beyond the

traditional research spectrum and examines how luxury brands use cute cartoon characters

to communicate with Chinese consumers on social media．Using systematically developed

advertising stimuli and a 2(Brand Awareness)×2(Level of Cuteness)experimental

design，the main experiment demonstrates that cuteness can engage consumers in a’quasi

social interaction’with a luxury brand．Once initiated，this parasocial interaction drives

attributions of brand personality，encouraging greater brand admiration．Our findings

provide insights into anthropomorphism，parasocial interaction，and cuteness culture of

luxury marketing in China．

IKeywords】luxury brands；Microblog；cuteness；parasocial interaction；advertising effects
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